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Database

Overall Statistics

Mandate Reports: 30K+(incl. 5K+ RFPs)

Investor Profiles: 10K+

Consultant Profiles: 600+

Key People: 15K+

Investor AUM:  $23tn+  

RFP Total Value:  $400bn+



Searches
Multifarious Features

We have built a series of Elastic, 

Semantic, Advanced Searches.

This allows you to select any 

combination of filters including 

two or more choices for each 

category including Asset Class, 

Investor Domicile, Investment 

Region, Mandate Status.



Searches

"I would like to know if I will make a 

search using your dashboard, I will find 

all the information I need with one 

single search. For example I am 

interested in Active Equities RFPs, 

from UK”.

Yes, using PansionMandate's

dashboard, you will be able to select 

the asset class that you need, also the 

mandate status, the investor domicile 

and the management status. The 

selection will generate a list of RFPs 

containing equity.



Leads
Delivery

Customization

You can customize the 

content  you receive by 

geography, asset class, 

mandate status.

We deliver the leads in real-

time via email and online, 

everything in one place via 

our platform.



Leads
Statistics

To see more mandate lead samples, 

access the dedicated document via 

LINK.

To see more database content samples 

besides the mandate leads, continue to 

the below pages.

Fund Manager Search and Asset Allocation Activity

July 2018-July 2019

http://www.pensionmandate.com/PensionMandate_PredictiveData.pdf


Investors
Example A1

Asset class: Equities

Investor Domicile: UK

"I am an Institutional Marketing 

Director with an Equity Fund 

Manager  and I want to know a list 

of UK Institutional Investors 

allocating to Equities."

PensionMandate offers an 

advanced tool helping to 

customize your search by different 

factors including geography, asset 

class, investor type.



Investors
Example A2

Asset class: Equities

Investor Domicile: UK

The list of relevant investors is 

displayed online, page by page and 

can be exported in Excel.



Investors
Example A3

Asset class: Equities

Investor Domicile: UK

You can click on the linked name of 

each institutional investor in order 

to see its detailed profile.

You can export the profile in PDF 

and also access every tab of the 

investor profile.



Investors
Example A4

You will be able to see all the 

allocation reports(including RFPs) 

related to a specific investor.

By clicking on the linked title, you 

will be able to see the report in 

detail.

You can also export in Excel the list 

of reports.



Investors
Example A5

We have created a dedicated tab 

for Key People including the in-

house personnel and external 

advisors.



Investors
Example A6

Another tab will display the 

mandates of the investors 

including the names of its external 

managers.



Investors
Analytics

One of the advantage of having 

large amounts of accumulated 

data is that we can generate 

statistics about investment 

trends and patterns by investor 

group, size, consultant etc.



Consultants
Example B1

"I travel to some cities in the 

United States. I need a list of 

potential investment consultants 

to visit."

Besides the investor section, 

PensionMandate also delivers 

information about investment 

consultants.

Elastic or advanced searches in 

the dedicated section of our 

database will offer access to a 

relevant list of investment 

consultants.



Consultants
Example B2

The list of relevant investment 

consultant is displayed online, 

page by page and can be 

exported in Excel.



Consultants
Example B3

You can click on the linked name 

of each investment consultant in 

order to see its detailed profile.

You can export the profile in PDF 

and access every tab of the 

consultant profile.



Consultants
Example B4

You can access the Key People tab 

in order to see relevant staff at 

each investment consultant.



Consultants
Example B5

We have created a tab showing the 

list of institutional clients of each 

consultant. You can click on each 

name to see the investor profile in 

detail.



Consultants
Example B6

One of the tabs displays 

information about selection-related 

events at each institutional 

investor.



Consultants 
Analytics

Based on our accumulated data, 

you can see how a certain

investment consultant’s clients 

invest and allocate to each asset 

class. 

This offers the opportunity to 

identify differences between 

investor groups and see the biases 

influenced by the consultant.



Managers 
Example C1

"One of my competitors is GMO. 

Can I see more information about 

their mandates?“

Based on accumulated data, 

PensionMandate offers information 

about  mandates and their 

managers. It is possible to see the 

mandate activity related to a 

certain asset manager.



Managers 
Example C2

Our historical information allows 

you to see a list of current 

mandates of a certain asset 

manager.
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Example  S1

Contact


